
Timeline: How the Gabrielle’s Adventure Through Time Series is Linked 

to the Hall of Doors Series 
 

***Spoiler Alert: If  you haven’t read all of the Gabrielle’s Adventure Through 

Time series as well as at least the first f ive books of the Hall of Doors series, 

there may be spoilers in this timeline. Read at your own risk!!*** 
 

Background info and info not specifically stated in the series…yet 

Remember that time works differently in the different worlds. In some worlds 

time is slower and in some time is faster, and in others, time is even non-linear. 

This is mentioned several times in the Hall of Doors series. Webley and the Synod 
are the Gods who rule the Gods, whereas Morrigan and Arawn are Gods on Earth 

who can travel to the different worlds. Many years before the events of Webley 

and The World Machine, Webley made the bracelet Gabrielle uses to time travel. 

Realizing that they could use the bracelet to stop Arawn, Morrigan steals the 

bracelet from Webley and plants it so that a human girl will find it (because the 
bracelet cannot be used by a God). Gabrielle is able to see the past because the 

bracelet has given her the power of sight and it is imparted by the souls who 

have owned it. Since Webley created the bracelet, she now has a link into his 

world and can see certain things that are going on there.  
 

The Curious Tale of Gabrielle/Webley and The World Machine 

 

-Before the events of Webley and The World Machine, Webley makes the 

bracelet. It gets stolen by Morrigan who makes sure that Gabrielle finds it. In 
Webley and The World Machine, Webley makes a comment hinting to the fact 

that he made the bracelet.  

 

“I tend to misplace things from time to time. Long ago, I spent a lot of time 
an’ energy on a very special bracelet tha ’ I was gonna use for a bit o’ fun. 

Not sure where that bugger ended up either. Curious tale, tha’ thing…” 

 

-The Curious Tale of Gabrielle happens around the same time as Webley and 

the World Machine. Gabrielle has a dream about Adal and Arija fighting the 
Umar. This is her first look into what the characters from the Hall of Doors are 

up to, but it won’t be her last.  

 

Gabrielle and The Hounds of Arawn/Kip and The Grinders/Van and The 
Demon Army 

 

-The first half of Gabrielle and The Hounds of Arawn happens at the same 

time as Kip and The Grinders. Gabrielle has a dream about Ypsilon rescuing Kip 

from the Senate Police. There’s a scene with Arawn talking to Webley and Webley 
warns him that the Synod will come after him if he doesn’t follow the rules 

(remember that the Creators and the Synod are above lower level gods like Arawn 



and Morrigan). Arawn makes a comment about how he should have listened to 

Pajak, implying that Arawn has had at least some communication with Pajak.  
-At the end of Gabrielle and The Hounds of Arawn, Gabrielle is transported to 

the world in Van and The Demon Army and we see the scene with Zorlok from 

another perspective. This is the first time that Gabrielle has been physically 

transported into another world and the first time that she has linked Morrigan 
with this other world. Later we learn that this world with Van is actually the 

Other World. We also learn in this book that Gabrielle is trying to free the souls 

using the bracelet so that they can get to the Other World. Gabrielle is able to be 

transported to the Other World because she is in between the world of the living 

and the world of the dead. The bracelet gives her the ability to transport to the 
Other World but she doesn’t know that and she can’t control it.  

 

Gabrielle and The War of The Gods/ Arija and The Burning City/ Kip and 

The Bloody Red/Van and The Demon Army 

 
-Gabrielle and The War of The Gods happens at the same time as Arija and 

The Burning City. At the beginning of Arija and The Burning City, Adal bumps 

into Arawn and his hounds for a split second. Arawn says he’s late to meet a 

friend’s mother. This is him talking about capturing and killing Gabrielle’s 
mother. But before Arawn can actually come back to Earth to capture Gabrielle’s 

mother, the Senate invades the Burning City, capturing several demons 

(including Arawn and his hounds) these demons are then taken to the Other 

World from Van and The Demon Army where they are studied and experimented 

on. We see the other half of this in Van and The Demon Army. When Van lets 
the demons out of their cells, that’s when Arawn finally gets to go back to Earth 

and make good on his comment about capturing Gabrielle’s mom.  

 

-Towards the beginning of Gabrielle and The War of The Gods, Gabrielle is 
physically transported to the Other World from Van and The Demon Army where 

she stumbles upon Arawn talking to the Carmen. When they see Gabrielle, she 

runs. She’s followed by demons in the woods and one steps out to examine her 

before hearing a call from other demons and sprinting back into the woods. This 

is the same scene in Van and The Demon Army where Van first sees the demons 
with the split faces. Van is confronting Sneed and his team by the train when 

the demons with the split faces (that we later learn are experimented on 

Grinders) run out of the woods and attack.  

 
-Later on, in Van and The Demon Army, Van releases all the creatures 

captured by the Senate. That is when Arawn and his hounds get free and then 

attack and kill Gabrielle’s mother in Gabrielle and The War of The Gods.  

 

-When Gabrielle passes out at one point, she has a dream about Kip and The 
Bloody Red. She see’s Ypsilon and the rest of the team on a ship. 

 

 



 

Gabrielle and Arawn’s Penance/Adal and The Time Travelers/Van and The 
Demon Army 

 

-Gabrielle and Arawn’s Penance happens at the same time as Adal and The 

Time Travelers. At one point, Gabrielle finally gets to meet the Hall of Doors 
characters in person when they are trying to pry information out of someone.  

 

-After this interaction, Gabrielle is talking to the American soldiers and she 

learns from a man named Lawrance that they are the 761st tank battalion. If you 

remember from Webley and The World Machine, that is the team that Adal’s 
grandfather (grandpa Lawrance) fought on. Gabrielle doesn’t know she’s talking 

to Adal’s grandfather, but this will come up again in Adal and The Time Travelers. 

Also, if you go back and read grandpa Lawrence’s account of what happened the 

night they stormed Hitler’s bunker, you’ll notice some contradictions and some 

similarities in what the Russians said happened at the end of Gabrielle and 
Arawn’s Penance.  

 

-In the last fight scene in Gabrielle and Arawn’s Penance, we learn a little 

more about the dynamics of how the Other World works in Van and The Demon 
Army. Arawn and Morrigan are bickering and Arawn says, “I reign now. Mira is 

in charge, and she’s doing everything as I planned. Deal with it or move out!”  If 

you remember from Van and The Demon Army, Mira is the current Empress.  

Morrigan replies to Arawn by saying, “You took what doesn't belong to you. It’s 

my turn to reign, as are the laws of this land. You had your turn and, had it not 
been for your control over the souls, you would never have been able to make Mira 

strong enough to steal my throne! But Eleanor will beat Mira, and I’ll have my time 

again, as it should be!” 

 
-Later in this fight scene, Van shows up claiming that a friend tipped her off 

that Gabrielle needed help. After Van helps Gabrielle beat the Sluagh, Gabrielle 

gets some answers about what is going on. Enough answers to pique her interest 

and fuel her to want to find out the whole story.  

 
-At the end of Gabrielle and Arawn’s Penance, Gabrielle asks Morrigan to take 

her back to the Other World so that she can confront Van and find out the 

answers he seeks. This will come back in later Hall of Doors books. In fact, 

Gabrielle will play a very important roll in helping the team to save the universe.  

 
***This timeline will be updated as more Hall of Doors books are published that 

contain information about Gabrielle, Morrigan, or Arawn.*** 

 


